Hunger: PSU and Portland

What is Notable

The **What is Notable** portion of your course grade (50%) includes:

- Two papers submitted to Dropbox
- Two **What is Notable** booklet submissions with notes on all readings, videos, and websites (all bolded entries in the course outline)
- In-class discussion and connection/correlation to articles and materials

Your **What is Notable** booklets need to contain notes on the various articles, videos, and organizational websites that we’ll be researching during the quarter. Please **bring your What is Notable booklet to each class session to use for discussion during class**.

Include all bolded materials from the course outline:

**Article and video details:**

1. Use a new page for each article or video
   - Write the article or video name prominently at the top of each page
2. Include the following sections for each article or video:
   - **Biases and limitations**
     i. Briefly include the biases expressed or hidden in the article or video
     ii. Look for any limitations that you perceive in the article or video
   - **Data**
     i. Jot down important data presented in the article or video
   - **What is notable?**
     i. Note any important aspects of the article or video
     ii. What do you perceive as notable?
     iii. Anything you want to make sure to mention when discussing it in class?

**Website details:**

1. Separate page for each website
   - Organization name (such as “Oregon Food Bank”) at the top of the page
2. What seems most important? What is impactful in regard to hunger and food insecurity? What is notable?

Your **What is Notable** exam booklet will be submitted twice during the quarter
(Be sure your **name** is on the cover)